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Severe problems with light nuclei
• On the one hand, the light nuclei yields maybe very sensitive to the 

properties of the phase in which they are formed 

• On the other hand, the quantum second virial coefficients of nuclei 
and hadrons are not known… 

• Even the classical second virial coefficients (excluded volume) of 
nuclei and hadrons were found very recently only! 

• After finding the excluded volumes one has to reformulate the 
HRGM completely, since the number of virial coeffieints is (Number 
of nuclei) x (number of hadronic hard-core radii)! 

• => There is no alternative to the classical approach! 

• PROBLEM: the STAR data measured in 2011 related to (anti)hyper-
triton were never described by HRG or by coalescence models!

See KAB et al, arXiv:2005.01555v1 [nucl-th]
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Classical 2-nd Virial Coefficients

of A-nucleons Nuclei and Hadrons

• For hyper-triton the formula differs (with R_Λ << R_b)

=> excluded volume of hyper-triton is about the one of d      
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• Internal problem: for same CFO temperature                                       

min{V  } = 11100 fm^3 > max{V } = 8765 fm^3 

GENERIC:Nuclei prefer higher CFO T

2
10 K. A. Bugaev et al.: Second virial coe�cients of light nuclear clusters ...

Description Th, MeV TA, MeV VA, fm3 �2/dof

Single CFO, BMR 150.35± 1.91 150.35± 1.91 11241± 2016 1.336

Single CFO, IST 150.06± 1.94 150.06± 1.94 13357± 2277 1.627

Separate CFO, BMR 148.12± 2.03 168.41± 5.60 2997± 1164 0.675

Separate CFO, IST 148.12± 2.03 198.59± 30.47 1544± 1027 0.656

Table 2. The results obtained by the advanced HRGM for the fit of ALICE data measured at
p
s = 2.76 TeV. The CFO

temperature of hadrons is Th, the CFO temperature of light (anti)nuclei is TA, while their CFO volume is VA. The last column
gives the fit quality.

advanced versions of HRGM. In the scenario of separate
CFO of nuclei, there are three fitting parameters, namely
the CFO temperatures of hadrons Th and nuclei TA, and
the CFO volume of nuclei VA. As one can see from Table
2 and from Figs. 1 and 2 one can see that the hypothesis
of separate CFO of nuclei provides an excellent fit with
�
2
tot/dof |IST ' 0.656 and �

2
tot/dof |BMR ' 0.675. Thus,

compared to the single CFO scenario the value of �2
tot/dof

in this case decreased by 50%.
However, the minimum of �2

A|IST is located at essen-
tially larger CFO temperature than the one found for the
minimum of �2

A|BMR. Moreover, the found TA for IST EoS
is so large, that one can doubt the existence of hadrons
and nuclei at this CFO temperature. Fortunately, with
the help of the new strategy introduced in the preceding
section one can resolve this problem easily. Indeed, simi-
lar results for the description of light (anti)nuclei by the
IST and BMR EoS can be achieved in the vicinity of the
common CFO temperature T

com
A defined by the equality

�
2
A(V (T com

A ))|IST = �
2
A(V (T com

A ))|BMR ) (46)

) T
com
A = 175.1+2.3

�3.9 MeV, (47)

where the common CFO temperature still corresponds
to a very accurate description of the ALICE data for
light (anti)nuclei �

2
A(V (T com

A ))|IST ' 3.2 and V
com
A =

VA(T com
A ) ' 2660+1010

�1160 fm3. The upper and lower devia-
tions from T

com
A = 175.1 MeV in Eq. (47) were found nu-

merically by increasing the value of �2
A(V (T com

A ))|IST '
3.2 on 1�. Note that for T

com
A = 175.1 MeV the total

value of �
2
tot/dof = 12.123/16 ' 0.758 is rather small,

i.e. it still corresponds to an unprecedentedly accurate
description of the ALICE data. Furthermore, the found
range of T com

A is consistent with the values of CFO tem-
perature found for the RHIC collision energy [37,57,56,
86] and it is a few MeV above the upper estimate for the
cross-over temperature Tco ' 147 � 170 MeV predicted
by the lattice formulation of QCD at vanishing value of
the baryonic chemical potential [87,88]. Therefore, we are
confident that the HRGM is applicable at these values of
the common CFO temperature.

It is necessary to mention that the above numbers dif-
fer slightly from our preliminary results of a similar anal-
ysis reported in Ref. [62]. The main di↵erence is that in
the present work we use the non-vanishing width for all
hadronic resonances, while in Ref. [62] the solutions of sys-
tems (29), (30) and (37), (38) were found for zero width
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Fig. 3. Upper panel: Ratios of hadronic yields measured atp
sNN = 200 GeV (symbols) vs. the results of IST EoS (bars)

(30), (33) (for more details see the text). The CFO tempera-
tures TA = Th = 167.28±3.93 MeV are given for the singe CFO
IST EoS. Insertion shows the deviation of theory from data in
the units of experimental error. Lower panel: Temperature
dependence of �2

tot, �
2
h and �2

A for the IST EoS.

of all hadronic resonances in order to fasten the fit pro-
cess. However, the value of T com

A = 175.1 MeV found here
and the result T com

A = 174.6 MeV found in [62] are prac-
tically the same, whereas its uncertainty determined here
is a couple of MeV larger than in Ref. [62].

The results of a similar analysis of the STAR data mea-
sured at

p
s = 200 GeV are presented in Table 3 and Figs.

Approximate 
Exact

A h

=> For same CFO T the (anti-,hyper-)nuclei are frozen out on  
     a different hyper-surface!  
=> A different CFO scenario is necessary!
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STAR data √s = 200 GeV 
We use the same strategy, i.e. verify single CFO vs separate 

CFO of hadrons and nuclei

Single CFO of hadrons and nuclei at STAR energy is more preferable, 
since CFO T=191 MeV for nuclei contradicts to lattice QCD data!  

The fit quality is χ /dof = 1.07  
O. Vitiuk, E. Zherebtsova  et al., arXiv:2007.07376 [hep-ph]



STAR data √s = 200 GeV II 
Unexpectedly, the results of fit are extremely sensitive to the 
excluded volume of hyper-triton! 

Taking the Λ hyperon excluded volume found earlier we 
automatically reproduced (without fitting!) the problematic ratios 
which include the hyper-triton!

O. Vitiuk, E. Zherebtsova  et al., arXiv:2007.07376 [hep-ph]

Approximate model Λ-Triton= 
3 Nucleons

Λ-Triton= 
2 Nucleons+Λ



Conclusions
    The classical 2-nd virial coefficients of light nuclei and hadrons are derived 

and the IST EoS for the mixture of hadrons and light nuclei is worked out.  

    On the basis of the IST EoS the hadronic and light nuclei yields measured at 
ALICE and STAR energies are described with unprecedented accuracy  

     χ /dof = 0.7 and χ /dof = 1.07, respectively.  
  
    The physics of light nuclei CFO at ALICE and STAR energies seems to be 

the same (T=167-169 MeV), but the physics of hadronic CFO is different 
(T=150 MeV vs T=168 MeV) at ALICE and STAR energies! 

   
     The hyper-nuclei are extremely sensitive to the excluded volumes of 

constituents. For the first time we were able to correctly describe S3 and 
anti-S3 ratios without fitting them, but using the right hard-core radius of Λ 
hyperons.  

     => Exotic nuclei can be used to measure the hard-core radii of other  
hyperons with very high accuracy.



 Thank you very much for your 
attention! 


